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KEYS TO SELLING YOUR HOME 

Introduction 
Selling and buying a home seems to get more complicated by the year.  Overtime sellers have asked various 

questions on how and when to get started.  I’ve identified four categories where I get the most questions.  Browse 

and be prepared before you put your home on the market. 

1. Brush up on the selling process 

2. How to evaluate your home compared to the competition 

3. How to evaluate offers 

4. Is your local market a buyer’s market or a seller’s market 

Let’s dive into each of these in greater detail. 

 

The Selling Process 
 

What is the selling process? 

Periodically, laws and practices changes.  If you’ve lived in your home more than 10 years, chances are something 

has changed.  Exhibit A shows the diagram of the standard selling process.  Of course, there are nuances with 

each step and your Realtor is prepared to answer any questions you have.   

 

I also want to buy a house what should I do first? 

If you plan to buy another home speak with a lender and understand your financial position as it relates to getting 

a mortgage.  This should be done even before speaking with a Realtor.  Any debt, credit or asset concerns raised 

by the lender can be addressed in a timely manner.  Why is this important?  You don’t want to put your home on 

the market only to discover that your lender has concerns about your ability to obtain a mortgage to buy your 

next home.  It happens so talk with a lender first. 

 

I need the proceeds from my current home to buy another.  How do I time the closings? 

Many sellers are looking to sell and buy at the same time.  How is that done?  What are the pros and cons?  How 

can I reduce the risk of having no home at all?  All are important questions to ask and understand.   

Let’s start with the first question - How is that done?  You may be out looking at homes and trying to assess which 

to buy.  The problem is you need the proceeds from the sale of your home to complete the purchase of another 

home.  Sellers like yourself, want potential buyers in this situation to already have their house under contract.  

What? You ask… I don’t want to be without a house!  Why? Because the seller doesn’t want to wait any longer 

than necessary to close and if your house is not under contract then no one has any idea when or if you can 

complete the purchase.  This is where the expertise of your Realtor comes in.  The offer that you accept must 

include a contingency to allow you time to find a home. 

How can I reduce the risk of having no home at all?  Great question.  Again, your Realtor’s expertise is important.  

There are two common practices: 



  

1. You sell your home to the buyer and sign a  Use and Occupancy Agreement.  This allows you to close and 

get the proceeds but not move out for another week or two (timing is negotiated in the agreement).   

2. Keep the closing date flexible (within limits if the buyer agrees) to allow you to time coordinate the closing 

on both homes on the same day or within a day of each other.   

Which option is best will depend on your needs and the buyer’s needs.  Real estate closings are riddled with 

delays so some flexibility by all parties is necessary. 

 

What are the pros and cons of selling and buying at the same time?  

Pros –  

1. You’ll have the confidence to shop for a home knowing that your home has a buyer.  

2. If timed, correctly, you may not need temporary housing.   

Cons –  

1. Buying and selling at the same time is challenging so you may need temporary housing while you’re 

between houses.  If living with friends or family is not an option, then a hotel or short-term rental is a cost 

you’ll need to plan for.  

2. If the buyer of your home cannot complete the purchase then you cannot complete your purchase.  It’s a 

domino effect.  And now you have to start all over with finding a buyer and perhaps another home. 

 

What expenses do I need to account for? 

There will be closings costs.  You can use 7% of the sales price as a rough estimate.  This includes the realty 

transfer fee, legal fees, Title fees, Realtor commission, mortgage payoff fee and any concessions.  There are also 

expenses not included in the closing costs.  These include the township certificate of occupancy inspection, smoke 

and fire inspection, any agreed upon repairs and temporary housing, if needed. 

 

How to compare your home to the competition 
 

How do I compare my home to the competition? 

This can be difficult.  Almost without exception, a seller will tell me their home is better than all of their neighbors 

because they have something their neighbors do not.  Keep in mind that a buyer is only impressed if what you 

have is what they want at a price they’re willing to pay.  Removing some of the emotion is key to evaluating your 

home from the perspective of the buyer.  Remember, buyer’s select a home based on what’s better for them not 

what you say is better.  Here’s how I suggest you compare your house: 

1. Visit current homes for sale in your area that are similar to yours (none will be exactly like yours).  Take 

note of the price, any upgrades and general condition.  Ask yourself, what would draw buyers to this 

house?  These homes may be your competition. After you’ve created this list compare that list to your 

home.  Some things will be similar, others quite different.  Example:  Your home has the private backyard 

with a pool and original kitchen.  The neighbor has an upgraded kitchen and new floors but no pool and a 

view of the neighbor behind them.  In this case a buyer may select your home because of the location and 



  

pool.  Or a buyer may select your neighbor’s house because they want the upgrades or because they don’t 

want a pool (i.e. that’s what’s better for them). 

 

2. Ask your Realtor for comparable homes that are under contract and recently sold.  Take note of the price, 

time on the market, any upgrades and general condition.  Ask yourself, what likely drew a buyer to this 

house? If and how many price reductions before they got an offer?  These houses won’t be your 

competition but will give insight to what’s attracting buyers to your neighborhood.  For homes that sold, 

consider how close to asking they sold for.  Homes with price reductions are chasing the market.  These 

homes were priced to high at the beginning and may have sat on the market longer than homes prices 

more competitively.  Sold homes will also give you a reality check on a realistic sales price. 

Once you’ve completed steps one and two, it’s time to do a reality check.  Again, the expertise of your Realtor is 

key.  I work regularly with buyers so having that insight will let you know if you’re on track.  Now that you have 

some idea of what buyers are drawn to, ask yourself, Does my house have any of those items/features?  What 

else does my house offer that buyers will want?  Your Realtor can help you answer these questions. An objective 

view will go a long way to understanding how your home compares to your neighbor’s.  I have video on this very 

topic here. 

 

How to Evaluate Offers 
 

How do I evaluate an offer? 

Evaluating an offer is part objective and part subjective.  The objective part is the numbers.  Is the offer price what 

you’re willing to accept?  Are you ok with the financing method?  Is the down payment and earnest money 

sufficient? The more subjective items involve the terms.  Essentially, are the terms reasonable?  These include, 

closing date, inspection terms and concessions. 

Break down an offer into its components, study the links between those components then evaluate what’s 

acceptable and what’s not.  Look at an offer and evaluate the objective first.  Are the “numbers” where you want 

them to be.  If not, the rest may not matter.  Of course, you want the most money and so living with the other 

terms may just be the price of doing business.  If the offer price, etc. is where you want it (or at least close) then 

evaluate the rest of the terms.  Can you live with the proposed closing date?  Are you willing to pay concessions (if 

included in the offer), etc.  As a Realtor, part of my job is to assist you with this evaluation and identify if the 

offer(s) as presented will meet your needs. We also discuss, what compromises you are willing to make to make 

the offer work for you.  It’s from this discussion that the real negotiations begin. 

 

How do I handle a “low-ball” offer? 

Low offers should be handled the same as a regular offer.  Start with the objective.  If not acceptable then the rest 

doesn’t matter.  These offers are an opportunity to negotiate so take advantage of it.  Provide a counter-offer and 

get the negotiations going. 

Buyer’s that present low offers are sometimes just testing the sellers to see what counter-offer they will get back.  

They use that information to determine how the want to negotiate.  They’re looking to see how much a seller is to 

negotiate on the price of the house and learn what else may or may not be important.  Your counter-offer will 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJFhgR5tc2Q


  

speak volumes so discuss a strategy with your agent.  Their low offer also tells you quite a lot.  Review the offer 

and ask yourself is this a buyer I want to work with?  They answer could be yes or no. 

 

Seller’s Market or Buyer’s Market 
 

What is a seller’s market? 

National real estate news is of little use in answering this question.  State statistics may not represent your local 

area either.  You need local expertise.  The “market” can vary greatly from one to the next.  While one town is 

booming with prices rising the next town might not have much is price appreciation.  Knowing the kind of market 

you’ll be selling in will inform your agent’s pricing and marketing strategies. 

Generally, a seller’s market is when the current sales pace will exhaust all homes on the market is 4 months or 

less.  A buyer’s market is generally recognized when the current sales pace will exhaust all homes in 6 months or 

more.  If the current sales pace will exhaust homes in 4 to 6 months then the market is defined as balanced.  In a 

seller’s market buyers are willing to pay more and homes and multiple offers are common.  In a buyer’s market 

sellers must lower prices to attract a buyer and multiple offers are less common.  The seller’s market and buyer’s 

market are based on basic economic principles.  When there are more buyers than sellers you have a seller’s 

market.  When there are more sellers than buyers you have a buyer’s market. 

When is the best time to sell a house? 

The best time is when you need to sell.  Homes sell year-round so list when it’s best for you.  There is however, a 

basic pattern supported by research.  Homes listed in the spring and close by summer tend to sell for the most 

money.  Homes listed in late fall tend to sell for the least amount of money.  The sale price difference is not 

profound and can be less than 1%.  Additionally, this pattern does not hold true for every area.  Keep in mind the 

real estate market is not a single market.  Active adult communities have different economics from townhomes or 

condos and even those vary by individual community and neighborhood. 

 

Now you know what to expect and how to plan.  If you’re thinking of selling your home, it’s never to early to take 

steps to be prepared.  Knowing what to do before you list your home can eliminate some stress and better inform 

your decisions.   This guide did not cover questions about upgrades.  Every home and market is different.  What 

repairs or upgrades are needed is best done with a visit from me.  Seeing your home and placing it in context with 

what local buyers want is important to getting ready to sell.  Call me for a complimentary home visit. 

  



  

Exhibit A 
 

 

  



  

Additional Resources: 
 

My website:  www.sparkyourmove.com 

 

More Videos:  www.youtube.com 

 

Follow me on Twitter and Facebook 

 

Other Real Estate Resources:  

 National Association of Realtors Research and Statistics 

 New Jersey Association of Realtors Market Statistics 

 

Online Reviews: 

 Zillow 

 Facebook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed.  If you have a brokerage relationship this 

is not intended as a solicitation. 

http://www.sparkyourmove.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb26vG07qNFI32dlTJ_UzTw
http://www.twitter.com/sparkyourmovekw
http://www.facebook.com/sparkyourmove
https://www.nar.realtor/research-and-statistics
https://www.njrealtor.com/research/10k/
https://www.zillow.com/profile/sparkyourmove/#reviews
https://www.facebook.com/pg/sparkyourmove/reviews

